Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 296 K; mean (C-C) = 0.004 Å; R factor = 0.054; wR factor = 0.116; data-to-parameter ratio = 12.5.
The title compound, C 6 H 6 N 2 O 3 ÁH 2 O, crystallizes with two formula units in the asymmetric unit. The molecules are essentially planar with the nitro groups twisted slightly out of the ring planes [maximum deviations from the ring plane of 0.13 (2) and 0.22 (2) Å in the two molecules]. The respective O-N-C-C torsion angles are 6.0 (4) and 12.5 (4) . In the crystal structure, molecules are linked by intermolecular N-HÁ Á ÁO, C-HÁ Á ÁO, O-HÁ Á ÁO and O-HÁ Á ÁN interactions into a three-dimensional network.
Related literature
For the use of nitroaromatics as intermediates in explosives, dyestuffs, pesticides and organic synthesis, see: Yan et al. (2006) . For the occurrence of nitroaromatics in industrial wastes and as direct pollutants in the environment, see: Yan et al. (2006) ; Soojhawon et al. (2005) . For related structures, see: Tanak et al. (2010) ; Bi et al. (2009) ; Garden et al. (2004) .
Experimental
Crystal data Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). (Farrugia, 1997) ; software used to prepare material for publication: WinGX (Farrugia, 1999) .
thesis (Yan et al., 2006) . Nitroaromatics occur as industrial wastes and direct pollutants in the environment, and are relatively soluble in water and detectable in rivers, ponds and soil (Yan et al., 2006; Soojhawon et al., 2005) .
There is two independent molecules in the asymmetric unit of the title compound (I, Fig. 1 ). The bond lengths and angles in (I) have normal values, and are comparable with those in the related structures (Tanak et al., 2010; Bi et al., 2009; Garden et al., 2004) . The aromatic ring systems are almost planar with the maximum deviation, 0.13 (2) Å for atom O1 in the ring system C1-C6 and -0.22 (2) Å for atom O4 in the ring system C7-C12.
In the crystal structure, the molecules are linked by intermolecular N-H···O, C-H···O, O-H···O and O-H···N interactions (see Table I ) into a three-dimensional network.
The commercially available compound (Acros organics) was recrystallized from ethanol.
Refinement
C-bound H atoms were positioned geometrically and refined using a riding model, with C-H = 0.93 Å and U iso (H) = 1.2U eq (C). The position of the H4, H5, H10, H11, H13, H14, H15 and H16 atoms were obtained from a difference map and these atoms were freely refined. The H atoms of the hydroxyl groups were refined using a riding model with O-H = 0.82Å and U iso (H) = 1.5U eq (O). Figures   Fig. 1 . The molecular structure of the title compound, showing the atom-numbering scheme and 50% probability diplacement ellipsoids.
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